How lucky am I that could meet Prowess when I was a fresh graduated student 3 years ago
major in an Accountancy field. Like most of the fresh-graduated
graduated student, it was not easy to
find any job due to lack of working experience related to my professional. Prowess is an
amazing recruitment consultant company which assists me to have a perfect match in my
career. You can easily search for “PROWESS” in Google and Yahoo.
To gain valuable experience for job seeking, Prowess is a key I need to mention. Consultants
in Prowess are the expertise to assist the candidates to find the job in an effectively and
efficiently way. They walk through with me in every single step that increases my level
lev of
confidence. It is like a communication more than an interview and not in a “Q&A
talk”. Before knowing Prowess, I was so nervous to handle every interview which I was
found that very stressful. After meeting up Prowess team, they taught me the int
interview skill
that I have no fear to handle any interview any more. This experience was so memorable and
unforgettable in my life.
In order to have a successful interview, you must know what is your strength and
weakness. Prowess is good at identify you
yourr strength and weakness during the
interview. Prowess consultant is sharpened my interview skill if there have any deficiency
finding. Reminders and close follow
follow-up
up have been made before and after the interview in
order to close the gap.
At last, Prowess
ess brings me no fear to encounter the interview and act very professional to
walk through with their candidates for job seeking. I highly recommend Prowess to all of
you that it is a good platform for job matching.
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